Our In-House Travel Agency Specializes in Airline Ticketing, Custom Tours and Add-On Tours for guests before or after their Aggressor Fleet and Dancer Fleet Cruises.

800-348-2628 or +1-706-664-0103
info@liveaboardvacations.com
We specialize exclusively in planning airline travel, resort add-on packages and custom tours for Aggressor Fleet & Dancer Fleet guests before or after your cruise. LiveAboard Vacations is a division of the Aggressor Fleet and Dancer Fleet Reservation Office, located in our corporate office that has three professional travel agents, each with over 20 years experience working with clients planning their international travel. Whether you want us to plan an exotic adventure, overnight stay or a day tour, we do it all! Call or email us today to help us create a perfect itinerary for you.

Why Use LiveAboard Vacations?

• **Easy Planning.** There is nothing better than a live person to help you navigate your way to a destination and back home.

• **Experience.** Each agent hand picks the properties and custom tours they represent, so they are very well versed and can answer all your questions.

• **Personal Attention.** The agents can custom build the exact itinerary for individuals, couples or groups large or small.

• **Relationships.** We work very closely with our preferred partners.

• **Preferred Properties.** Each property is handpicked.
San Pedro Sula Tour, 4 Days / 3 Nights

From San Pedro Sula, take a day tour to the Caribbean coastal town of Omoa. Visit one of its Colonial Spanish Fortresses then return to San Pedro Sula for your stay at Hotel Casa del Arbol. The next morning depart for a day tour to Lake Yojoa and Azul Meambar National Park. The next day’s tour takes you to Copan Maya, a UNESCO world heritage site, then back to Hotel Casa del Arbol. Then next morning transfers are arranged to the SAP Airport for your outbound flight.

Hilton Princess, San Pedro Sula

Welcome to the Hilton Princess San Pedro Sula hotel in San Pedro Sula, Honduras, nestled in the country’s industrial capital and in the heart of the most important corporate center in town. Relax on a sun lounger before a dip in the outdoor pool, work out in the fitness room and savor fine wines in our Garden Court Restaurant.

Henry Morgan Resort, Roatan

Located on Roatan’s West Bay Beach, Henry Morgan Beach Resort is by far one of the hottest destinations nowadays. Henry Morgan Beach Resort offers top quality service for our customers. Their exquisite menu will make your dining experience unforgettable. Their staff strives to serve you the best possible way. The resort includes a gymnasium, play courts for different popular sports and comfortable spacious rooms.

Intercontinental Real, San Pedro Sula

Intercontinental Real San Pedro Sula, located in the heart of the entertainment and business district is adjacent to Mall Multiplaza and 15 minutes away from Villeda Morales International Airport. Guests are pampered in 149 rooms and suites.
Belize

**Radisson Fort George Hotel, Belize City**

Radisson Fort George Hotel and Marina is located on the Caribbean coast in the historic Fort George area of Belize. Hotel amenities include a Business Center, Fitness Center, full-service marina and complimentary wireless Internet access in guest rooms and public areas.

**Lamanai Mayan Ruins & The New River**

Lamanai is cradled on the shores of the New River Lagoon and is thought to be the largest Mayan ceremonial site in the region. Stretching over a huge expanse on the Belize New River, Lamanai boasts over 800 structures deep in the lush jungle. Lamanai, meaning “Submerged Crocodile” in Mayan, was occupied as early as 1500 B.C.

A one hour drive from Belize City brings you to the Tower Hill Bridge where you will board a riverboat for a spectacular ride. Your guide will point out the various species of birds and wildlife that inhabit the area, including spider monkeys and crocodiles. After a delicious lunch you will set off to explore the Lamanai and all its glories. Huge masks depicting ancient rulers and powerful gods peer out at you from the dense jungle as you make your way to the Ball Court, the Jaguar Temple and the Lag Temple, where you’ll be able to ascend 125 feet to the top and take in the breathtaking view of all of Lamanai, the New River Lagoon and the surrounding Archeology Reserve. Then it is back on board the boat where you travel back to the Tower Hill Bridge and back into the city.

**A Tale of Two Cities**

This fascinating half-day tour will focus on the contrast between the ancient Maya city of Altun Ha and modern day Belize City, highlighting 1000 years of development to this former British Colony. Altun Ha (Maya for Rock Stone Water) thrived as a trading post to the Maya World during the Post Classic and Classic periods. Your tour will include historical sites such as the Redbrick St. John’s Cathedral, where Kings from the Mosquito Coast were crowned and the colonial mansion once occupied by British Governors. The latter now converted to a museum called “House of Culture.” Please note the colonial wooden architecture of many of the houses throughout your tour.

**Chaa Creek, Belize**

As one of the most highly regarded and awarded Belize resorts, The Lodge at Chaa Creek takes a wildly civilized approach to adventure travel in the Caribbean and Central American region, providing casual luxury in a vibrant, unspoiled rainforest setting.

Our resort offers customized eco tours and adventure activities including horseback riding, swimming, canoeing, hiking, mountain biking, birding, along with visits to the onsite Butterfly Farm, Natural History Museum and Belize rainforest tours including a traditional medicinal plant trail.

Chaa Creek’s all-inclusive package features accommodations in beautifully appointed cottage rooms, suites or villas with sumptuous meals and unlimited access to on-site activities. The stunning 365 acre property, set along the banks of the lovely Macal River, features miles of horseback riding, biking and hiking trails, a swimming pool and one of the best spas in the region. The birding, with toucans, parrots, hummingbirds, woodpeckers, chachalacas, the laughing falcon and many other species is incredible.
BELIZE AERIAL TREK

Embark on a one hour drive from Belize City to Caves Branch National Park, your adventure headquarters for the day. The Caves Branch River winds through the Maya Mountains and numerous ancient caves, once inhabited by the Maya.

Your first activity is Aerial Trek, which is a zipline tour through broadleaf rainforest and begins with a ten minute hike through the rainforest to the starting platform. The tour features an intricate harness system of pulleys on horizontal traverse cables which lets you “zip” 100 – 124 feet between treetop platforms secured 70 feet high at canopy level. This level literally gives you a bird’s eye view of all the tropical palms and trees. A truly unforgettable experience! Next, be prepared for a 45 minute jungle trail hike. Your guide will point out various plants, roots and herbs once used by the ancient Maya.

CAVE TUBING

The entrance tunnel that heads into the underground cave system is the start of an “eye opening” adventure. Your guide will equip you with a helmet and dive light. You are then ready to float in inflated inner tubes assisted by gentle currents taking you through the cave system. Intricate crystalline formations line the caves and stalagmites and stalactites add to the serene opulence of nature.

DUPLOOY’S JUNGLE LODGE, BELIZE

DuPlooy’s is a small eco resort located on the banks of the Macal River, adjacent to Belize Botanic Gardens. The rooms at the hotel are large and comfortable and the rates include continental breakfast. Encompassing over a hundred acres of varied habitat and miles of trails with features such as a Maya Medicine trail, native plant house, traditional Maya house built from materials gathered on the property and our large sandy beach, (a great place to have a swim, canoe, tube or just relax after a day of jungle trekking or ruin climbing), make this the ideal jungle vacation spot. Over 300 species on the property and surrounding areas make Birding a must-do activity and the abundance of other wildlife gives you the opportunity to view creatures you may not have seen before.

There are tons of things to do in and around the area of DuPlooy’s Jungle Lodge. You can choose to go canoeing on either the Macal, Mopan or Belize Rivers, visit some of the best Mayan ruins anywhere, see spectacular caves, go birding or horseback riding across the Belizean countryside, try some of the other local attractions, or just stay right here for the rainforest trails, swimming or the Belize Botanic Gardens.
La Vista Azul Resort

Sun seekers searching for Caribbean holidays need look no further than La Vista Azul, the hottest and newest of all the Turks and Caicos resorts. Mediterranean-style architecture, sleekly appointed studios with built-in kitchens or sumptuous one bedroom suites, lush landscaping and two inviting pools. Perched 55 feet above sea level at the cliff’s edge, La Vista Azul Resort offers spectacular views of the turquoise waves of the warm Atlantic and an end to end view of Grace Bay Beach, the world’s most soul stirring stretch of oceanfront. La Vista Azul Resort is located near the world-class Turtle Cove Marina, where boating pleasures and diving adventures are available all year round in this land of perpetual summer.

When the sun does go down, pleasure seekers will find the excitement of the nighttime sights and sounds of Grace Bay mere moments away.

The Turks & Caicos Aggressor II yacht docks at Turtle Cove Marina.

Grace Bay Suites

Grace Bay Suites is a brand new hotel located in the heart of Grace Bay’s Golden Mile. At Grace Bay Suites, the aim is to offer comfortable, convenient and attractive hotel accommodation at affordable rates in the best location on Providenciales. The hotel features 18 studios and 6 one bedroom suites on three stories. An elevator is provided for your convenience. All accommodations have a private patio or balcony facing the swimming pool and are equipped with modern amenities, including a small kitchenette. Less than a 5 minute stroll, you will find yourself on Grace Bay Beach, one of the most beautiful beaches in the world.

The Conch Farm Tour, Providenciales

Explore the only conch farm in the world, yes where Caribbean Queen conchs are raised from veliger to adult. Visitors can watch how the process is done, enjoy a show with the two trained and very friendly conchs, see conch pearls and even purchase fresh conch for a fabulous conch salad.

Turks & Caicos Aggressor II

Turks & Caicos Aggressor II yacht docks at Turtle Cove Marina.
Barceló Puerto Plata

The Barceló Puerto Plata hotel is an excellent option for anyone who loves golf, diving, tennis, beaches and in fact any sports activity that can be pursued in a marvellous setting. Located on the coast featuring the beautiful Golden Beach, there are various kinds of rooms to assure you the greatest comfort and relaxation during your stay.

Iberostar Costa Dorada, Puerto Plata

This all-inclusive five star resort is the perfect choice for fans of scuba diving and snorkelling, as well as lovers of kayaking, windsurfing or sailing. The staff includes a team of certified divers who are on hand to help you discover the underwater wonders of the sea.

Cayman Aggressor IV

Sunset House

Sunset House is the only resort in the Cayman Islands designed by divers, operated by divers, for divers. It’s also the only resort on Grand Cayman that has its own coral reef with modern and ancient shipwrecks in shallow water right off shore. Underwater visibility on the reef can reach over 200 feet and there’s a remarkable variety of marine life to be seen. There is also a spectacular 9’ bronze mermaid!

This friendly, family run resort is designed to reflect the personality of the locale and the great diving just offshore.

Sunset House is located five minutes from the Cayman Aggressor IV dock.
The Alta Hotel, among the best of Costa Rica’s small boutique hotels, offers its guests a sublime combination of understated luxury, pampering services and San Jose’s finest cuisine. Small, special and intimate, the Alta consists of only 23 units (18 double rooms, 4 suites, and 1 Master suite).

This beautifully sculpted hotel cascades down Alto de Las Palomas (the Hill of the Doves), providing exquisite views of the volcanoes, mountains and valley that surround San Jose. The carved look blends different styles — Spanish-Moorish medieval, countryside elegant — into one graceful structure. The vaulted ceilings in the paseo and wide stone stairway lead castle-like from the reclusive guest rooms to the warm glow of La Luz Restaurant, which features some of the finest cuisine in San Jose.

Thanks to an excellent location, Hotel Indigo San Jose Forum, the newest offering from the InterContinental Hotels Group, is the industry’s first branded boutique hotel in the region. It is uniquely designed to appeal to guests who desire affordable lifestyle, luxury, genuine service and alternatives to traditional hotels without sacrificing any of the business amenities they have come to expect.

Enjoy the beautiful scenery surrounding the Arenal Volcano... “Mountain of Fire.” The hike begins on the active side of the volcano that takes you through the forest, over recent lava flows and then to the destroyed area now in the process of regeneration.

The Arenal Volcano is the most active volcano in Costa Rica. Long dormant, Arenal erupted in July 1968 and has been constantly active since. Prior to this, the last eruption is thought to have been around 1,500 AD. Arenal puts on an unforgettable light and smoke show nearly every day.
There are very few places in the world that can offer such an incredible diversity of scenery, climate and vacation pleasures as Costa Rica does, especially when you realize that it is only 150 miles wide from ocean to ocean and 250 miles long from border to border.

**Zipline Canopy**

This is a 100% adrenaline experience, see the forest like you’ve never seen it before! Traverse over half a mile of ziplines in a harness, going from tree to tree.

**White Water Rafting Sarapiqui & Pacuare**

This section of the mighty river features some of the fastest and best 10 miles of Class III rapids! Whether you’re a first timer or an experienced paddler looking for the excitement of big waves and stunning scenery, this trip is for you.

**Canyonining and Waterfall Rappelling**

From the first waterfall we will rappel down from the top into the beautiful and pristine canyon below. We have 5 rappels, 4 of which are alongside or right in waterfalls and one dry rock face. Then a short trek out of the canyon on a magical trail, where we head back in the 4x4 vehicles to the base camp for a “Typico” Costa Rican lunch.

**Poas Volcano**

This tour begins with a beautiful drive through the lush coffee plantations and flower farms. The Poás Volcano is one of the three volcanoes in the continent accessible by road and is considered among the largest craters in the world. The volcano is active, but completely safe for viewing.
Galapagos Aggressor

Ecuador

Hotel Oro Verde, Guayaquil
Each of the newly refurbished rooms and suites features wireless internet connection, international cable TV, direct-dial telephone, data jacks for PC and fax, mini-bar and safety box. Many suites contain a full kitchen.

Mansion del Rio, Guayaquil
Mansion del Rio offers the perfect combination of comfort and exquisite atmosphere that takes guests back to the early 1900’s. We are located next to the majestic River Guayas, Barrio Las Peñas, one of the oldest neighborhoods in Guayaquil, on the eastern slopes of Cerro Santa Ana.

Mercure, Quito
The hotel offers guests all facilities necessary for business or leisure trips, as well as cultural information about the city. Our comfortable rooms with WiFi provide the perfect setting for combining business and leisure.

Patio Andaluz, Quito
The hotel is surrounded by churches, museums and national monuments. It is an official National Treasure and holds centuries of history within its walls.

Pikaia Lodge, Galapagos (opening 2013)
Pikaia Lodge boasts the first carbon neutral accommodation in the Galapagos and one of the most advanced green lodges built in the world. It will operate with alternative energy resources and has an outstanding social responsibility program. As our Pikaia Lodge guest, you will enjoy active, quality guided land and marine day programs in small groups.

Due to its central location in the Archipelago, the Santa Cruz Island provided us with the perfect opportunity to develop our unique land based day tour concept since the most interesting islands, secluded white sandy beaches and wildlife sites of the Galapagos National Park are nearby. All these can be reached within relatively short navigation times on board our large, comfortable, safe and stable oceangoing yacht Pikaia I.

In fact, you will discover some of the finest beaches of the Galapagos near the lodge. Just by taking a stroll, you can come face to face with a wild giant tortoise as Pikaia Lodge has its own private Tortoise Reserve on the property.

Mainao, Puerto Ayora, Galapagos
19 rooms, between single, double/ matrimonial, triple, quadruple and three suites with view to the sea.

Solymar, Puerto Ayora, Galapagos
17 rooms, comfortable and modern surrounded by fauna and a beautiful island view.

Cass Opuntia, San Cristobal, Galapagos
11 cozy rooms. Hotel overlooks the boardwalk and is only a few meters away from Playa de Oro Galapagos Beach.
TRADERS, MALÉ

Traders Hotel, Malé, Maldives is just a five minute walk from Malé Island’s bustling Fish Market, flower-filled Sultan Park and the slender minaret of the Old Friday Mosque. Gaze across the Indian Ocean from the rooftop infinity pool. Their friendly concierge is happy to help arrange a special day trip to one of the nearby coral islands to laze on perfect palm fringed, white sand beaches located throughout the Maldives.

BANDOS ISLAND RESORT & SPA, BANDOS

The island of Bandos is a perfect setting for that romantic getaway preceding your time aboard the Maldives Aggressor. The sense of calm and serenity the island emanates is breathtaking. The gentle lull of the sea, the whistling breeze and the rustling of the palm fronds on the beach will help transcend you from the hurly-burly rigors of daily life. From the ultra-exclusive and luxurious Water Villas to the Jacuzzi Beach Villas, with their beach-hut inspired design and en suite Jacuzzi, or the Garden Villas designed to cater to those who wish to remain in close proximity to nature, the accommodation options at Bandos very clearly reflect the diverse tastes and requirements of our clientele. In a similar vein, the simple elegance of the deluxe and standard rooms are for those who simply seek to experience the Bandos way of life.
**Driftwood Resort, Alotau**

Nestled amid the forest of Point King by the water’s edge, the resort offers exclusive accommodation in eight Cape Cod style bungalows, each featuring beautiful Rosewood polished floor boards, luxurious beds, ensuite bathrooms and private decks. Perched by the foreshore, with sweeping 180º views of Milne Bay and the Cloudy Mountains is Driftwood’s international restaurant.

**Ambua Lodge, “The Highlands”**

Huddled amongst the Doma Peaks near Tari, almost 7000 feet above sea level, is Ambua Lodge. An award-winning, eco-friendly lodge boasting magnificent views of the Tari Valley. Guests are accommodated in 40 round houses, set amongst landscaped gardens and built almost exclusively from natural materials. Each unit features ensuite bathrooms and 180 degree picture windows to soak in the view. Tari is home to one of the most immediately recognizable cultures in Papua New Guinea - the “Huli Wigmen”. A proud, flamboyant tribe known for their ornate ceremonial “wigs” with dances and songs fashioned after the mating rituals of the Birds of Paradise - an encounter with the Huli’s is bound to be memorable.

**Birding, Orchids, Wildlife and Cultural Tours in Papua New Guinea**

Experienced and knowledgeable local birding guides are available at all of our lodges to escort birding tours. There are 43 known species of Bird of Paradise on our planet; 38 of these are found in Papua New Guinea.

Rainforest nature walks are offered at Ambua, Karawari, Rondon and Malolo Plantation Lodges of varying difficulty. Boat tours explore the floodplains of the Bensbach Wildlife Lodge giving one the opportunity to experience some of the diverse ecology and wildlife.

From the montane forests of the highlands to the tropical jungles of the coast and lowlands, Papua New Guinea is home to an indescribable array of beautiful orchids.

Our wilderness lodges are positioned throughout Papua New Guinea, each providing comprehensive cultural touring programs, enabling our guests to experience the diverse cultures of this amazing country.
STAR DANCER

Papua New Guinea

TAWALI, MILNE BAY, ALOTAU
Tawali is located in a secluded area of Milne Bay amongst local fishing villages and accessible only by boat. Built on a limestone bluff 80 feet above the water, Tawali offers guests a private retreat in which to enjoy the wonders of PNG. Tawali was constructed by local craftsmen and you will find beautifully carved totems and woodwork in the spacious main lodge and throughout the resort.

LOLOATA ISLAND RESORT, PORT MORESBY
Loloata offers the unique qualities of convenience and natural beauty. The resort island is only 15 minutes from the international airport in Port Moresby, but you'll feel like you're a world away on this beautiful Melanesian garden isle. Twenty-three beach front units accommodating up to three (3) persons per room - (extra beds can be arranged for families). All units have ensuite bathroom and balcony.

RONDON RIDGE, “THE HIGHLANDS”
Over 180 species of birds have been recorded in the rainforests around Rondon Ridge, including ten species of Bird of Paradise. Guests are accommodated in 12 tastefully appointed rooms with king beds warmed for those fresh highlands nights, each designed with modern ensuite bathrooms.

KARAWARI, “LOWLANDS” SEPIK
Standing majestically on a lone ridge almost 1000 feet above the banks of the Karawari River and overlooking an endless expanse of dense tropical lowland rain forest is Karawari Lodge. Guests are accommodated in ten separate cottages, each built out of local bush materials and inspired by traditional architecture. Each cottage has two private twin rooms, each with modern ensuite bathrooms and a communal veranda. Despite its remoteness, the lodge has 220V electricity, hot and cold water, comfortable mosquito netted beds, ceiling fans and a breezy veranda - all making for a welcome sanctuary after a day’s exploration.
Kona Aggressor II
Hawaii

**King Kamehameha’s Resort** • Host Hotel •
Courtyard King Kamehameha’s Kona Beach Hotel is located in the heart of downtown Kailua-Kona near the Kona Aggressor II dock.

**Royal Kona Resort**
At 390 square feet, the recently remodeled and spacious guest rooms are as expansive as the ocean and mountain skylines they showcase.

**Mauna Kea Summit & Stars Adventure**
It’s hard to believe you’re in Hawaii as you climb to 13,796 feet above sea level. After sunset we descend to the Visitor’s Information Station at 9,000 foot elevation. Here we set up our own telescope and have a star gazing party.

**Twilight Volcano Adventure**
The excursion begins as we travel between two of the world’s largest mountains, Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa. The summit calderas, steam vents, cinder fields and native rainforests are all on our “must see” list.

**Kohala Waterfalls Adventure**
Seven beautiful waterfalls grace the trail. You can take a refreshing dip in the final pool we visit and play under a refreshing cascade. With stunning mountain panoramas, green valleys, pasturelands and of course the abundant water, the Kohala Waterfalls Adventure is a fascinating way to experience Kohala’s “story of water.”

Palau Aggressor II and Tropic Dancer
Palau

**Neco Tours Palau Activities:**
**Kayaking**
Our skilled guides will balance the day perfectly between gentle easy paddling and exploring the Rock Islands, either by snorkeling in the azure blue waters that are home to so many juvenile tropical fish, or by taking an easy walk into the heart of these magical little islands to discover old hideouts of the Japanese during WWII.

**Palau Pacific Resort**
The PPR is nestled in 64 acres of lush tropical gardens with the great Pacific Ocean caressing its pristine white sandy beach. This luxury resort features 160 rooms decorated in an island motif.

**Sea Passion**
Experience the pure environment at Sea Passion, where you can enjoy amazing 180˚ views from your room.

**Cliffside Hotel**
Cliffside Hotel is Palau’s best kept secret. Also, it is only 5 minutes away from downtown Koror and all stores and dive shops.

**Koror City Tours**
Tour the highlights of Koror, visiting the museums, aquarium, clam farm, storyboard carvers and shopping for souvenirs.

**Dolphins Pacific**
Explore the world’s largest marine mammal interaction, education and research facility.

+1-706-993-2534 • +1-706-664-0110 • info@liveaboardvacations.com
**Manta Ray Bay Resort—Yap Divers**

Welcome to the Manta Ray Bay Resort — the premier dedicated dive resort on the island of Yap in Micronesia, designed by divers and built for divers. We offer diving, snorkeling, world-class fishing, wildlife and nature kayaking, spa and a full range of island tours specifically designed to showcase Yap’s unique indigenous culture.

**Yap Pacific Resort**

At Yap Pacific Dive Resort our mission is fulfilling your wishes and we will stop at nothing to provide you with the most spectacular of experiences. We call it a resort for a reason. Our beautiful, Victorian styled building is indeed eye catching, but it is only a small part of what we like to call home. We take as much pride in our rooms as we do our grounds, as we do our food, as we do our service, as we do our diving.

---

**Waterfall Tour, Palau**

Enjoy a hike in the jungle to see the biggest waterfall in Palau. Ngardmau waterfalls is the source of nutrition and life in the northern half of the big island known as Babeldaoob. A 40 minute hike to the waterfall freshens your body and mind. You may visit a fruit garden in Aimeliik State on the way.

**Helicopter Tour, Palau**

The best way to see the Rock Islands is by helicopter. The Hughes 500 chopper seats 3 passengers PLUS the pilot and flights are made without the doors (don’t worry, you’re well strapped in) so each passenger has an unobstructed view for easy picture taking.

---

**Palau Aggressor II and Tropic Dancer**

Begin your Micronesia adventure with a visit to Yap. This is the perfect setting to let your body adjust to the time zone before you begin the “serious diving” aboard the Palau Aggressor II or the Tropic Dancer. Yap, known as the Land of Stone Money and Mantas is a quaint, quiet island, which deeply treasures and preserves its island heritage. Palau is just a short hop away.
ARRA Resort, Ubud, Bali

ARMA Resort has 15 rooms under the name “Puri Indah” which mean Beautiful Palace. In 1995, Puri Indah change into “Kokokan Hotel.” In 2002, it changed into the “ARMA Resort” adding 8 additional luxury villas. The total accommodation became 23 units. The ARMA Resort was built as a fund raiser for the Agung Rai Museum of Art; therefore your contribution and support is highly appreciated for the art and culture preservation program under ARMA Foundation.

Puri Santrian Beach Resort and Spa

The Puri Santrian Beach Resort and Spa is situated along the coast of upscale Sanur on the tranquil southeastern end of the island. This family owned and operated hotel keeps within the Balinese tradition of warmth and generosity of spirit with our courteous and attentive staff devoted to making your stay with us one to remember. Puri Santrian is only 15 minutes from the Denpasar International (Bali) Airport.

Cultural workshops:
Dancing, Cooking Batik Art, Ubud, Bali

ARMA offers authentic Balinese traditional cultural workshops to enhance and enrichen your experience of Bali through deeper understanding of its arts and culture. Our teachers are highly qualified and experienced - learn from a master! Entertainment: ARMA Open Stage offers you first-rate dance and theatre attractions with regular weekly cultural performances.

Golden Hour Tour, Ubud, Bali

Visit an ancient Buddhist monastery which dates back to the 8th century. Visit a temple from the early 11th century Hindu Buddhist period, a time when the worship of Shiva was the predominant faith of the Raja on Bali AD. Experience social interaction with local artists and craftsmen or working farmers.

Diamond Tour, Ubud, Bali

The tour begins in pre-dawn darkness at the ARMA Museum and Resort in Ubud and transports you to the Kingdom of Karangasem then up the southern face of Gunung Agung. You arrive first at Iseh, the home village of the high priest of Pura Pasar Agung, the highest temple on the mountain (4,950 ft.) and your ultimate destination. Following the eruption of the mountain in 1963, the temple was greatly expanded and improved to its current glory, partly as a monument to the great destruction that took place, but also to restore it as the site for offerings to prevent future devastation. Once on the grounds of the temple, you are free to explore and then settle into your meditation as you await the arrival of sunrise on the face of Agung.
SHERATON RESORT & CASINO, CABLE BEACH, NASSAU

A warm Bahamian welcome awaits at Sheraton, ideally situated on a 1,000-foot stretch of Nassau’s most spectacular white-sand beach. From the moment you arrive, you’ll be treated to gracious Bahamian hospitality, thoughtful amenities and an abundance of activities for everyone such as swimming, tennis, snorkeling, sailing, exciting water sports and our neighboring Crystal Palace Casino.

BRITISH COLONIAL HILTON, NASSAU

Built as the grand dame of Nassau hotels in the early 1900s, the British Colonial Hilton Nassau continues to hold its reign as a Bahamian landmark for both style and comfort. Ideally situated on downtown Nassau’s only private beach and sits on the site of Old Fort Nassau.

Wyndham Cable Beach Resort & Casino, Nassau

The Wyndham Nassau Resort is where the powdery beaches and pristine turquoise waters of Cable Beach meet Vegas-style entertainment and International cuisine. Stay at our beachfront resort and take advantage of an incredible selection of on-site activities including a private swimming lagoon, a fitness center, the Rainforest Theater and one of the Caribbean’s largest casinos, the Crystal Palace Casino.

Stuart Cove’s, Nassau

Stuart Cove’s Dive Bahamas is Nassau’s leading full service dive resort. The Shark Adventure program is a two-tank dive trip that takes divers on an underwater encounter with Caribbean reef sharks.

On the first dive, divers participate in a “free swim” with the sharks along a beautiful wall. On the second dive, the group forms up in a semicircle on the 50-foot bottom and watch while a professional shark feeder enters the water with a box of bait.
The newly transformed Novotel Nadi is a four-star resort style hotel, which strikes the perfect balance between contemporary and traditional Fijian style. The hotel is conveniently located just a few minutes from Nadi International Airport, Nadi Town and Denarau Island/Port for island transfers.

**Novotel Suva Lami Bay, Suva**

Situated overlooking the gorgeous Bay Of Islands, 15 minutes from the vibrant Fijian capital of Suva, the Novotel Suva Lami Bay is the ideal destination. Most of the 108 rooms feature balconies with views of the lush tropical garden or picturesque Lami Bay. Fun local activities including diving, snorkelling and sailing are easily arranged.

**Novotel, Nadi**

The newly transformed Novotel Nadi is a four-star resort style hotel, which strikes the perfect balance between contemporary and traditional Fijian style. The hotel is conveniently located just a few minutes from Nadi International Airport, Nadi Town and Denarau Island/Port for island transfers.

**Vomo Resort, (close to) Nadi**

Vomo is a privately owned 225 acre property in the Mamanuca Islands, 15 minutes north via helicopter or seaplane from the Nadi International Airport. Guests may choose from beachfront villas with private sundeck or chic island villas nestled amongst natural fauna.

**Raffles, Nadi**

Explore the attractions around Nadi, which are only a walking distance away. Alternatively you could just take it slow by the pool and enjoy the warm Fiji climate with a cool drink in hand. If you are planning to head to the Yasawa or Mamanuca Islands the complimentary pick up and drop off point is right in front of the hotel.

**Toberua Island Resort, (close to) Suva**

Toberua is a unique privately owned island with 15 recently refurbished traditional bures. Located in the Lomaiviti Group, off the eastern side of Fiji’s main island Viti Levu, Toberua Island Resort is four sandy acres of lush tropical gardens awaiting your arrival.
BEQA LAGOON RESORT,
BEQA ISLAND

The intimate resort features 25 deluxe, private air-conditioned villas (called bures) spread out beneath the lush tropical landscape. Each of these generously sized mini-suites are beautifully appointed with traditional island décor.

Beqa is known for their famous shark dive, where at least nine different species can be seen on one dive.

One of the big advantages of staying here is a huge cultural experience you can get on Beqa. You can see how the Fijians live; a lifestyle that changed very little over the last hundred of years.

UPRISING BEACH RESORT, BEQA ISLAND

Authentic Fijian accommodation options ranging from traditional thatched beachfront villas and bures (cottages) to fun tree house shared facilities. Choose to relax on the beach or by the pool, or take advantage of the many activities offered. World famous Beqa Lagoon, world-class shark diving and soft coral scuba sights, white water rafting, game fishing, jet ski safaris, golf, shopping and so much more.

WESTIN DENARAU, NADI

A beautiful oceanfront resort in the heart of the South Pacific. Blending a world-class resort and spa facilities with warm Fijian hospitality. As part of Fiji’s only integrated resort complex, the Westin Denarau affords guests access to all of the facilities at the three surrounding resorts including four swimming pools, 18 restaurants and bars, an 18-hole championship golf course, 10 tennis courts, the sublime Heavenly Spa by Westin, extensive water sports and daily recreation programs.

SOFITEL FIJI RESORT & SPA, DENARAU

Subtle sophistication and laid-back luxury awaits you at Sofitel Fiji Resort & Spa. Infusing Sofitel’s French influences with exotic Fijian customs, the resort blends tradition with the most modern technologies for a tropical retreat that really does offer it all.
Add a little “ING” to your LiveAboard Dive Adventure!

Our “ING Specialists” at LiveAboard Vacations, Aggressor Fleet & Dancer Fleet’s Travel Agency, are professional Travel Agents and are accredited and recognized by IATAN® and ARC®.

A network of industry suppliers and service providers gathered to simplify the travel process so passengers can make one call to reserve a ticket, hotel reservation or land excursion. Membership required accreditations.

A fully accredited and registered US Travel Agency and being an ARC participant, our travel agency is recognized as having met stringent financial, personnel and security requirements. ARC accreditation is recognized by the world’s leading airlines, hotels and tour operators.

+1-706-993-2534 • +1-706-664-0110 • info@liveaboardvacations.com

LiveAboard Vacations books and tickets all domestic and international air carriers that are ARC approved.